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Innovative Technologies & 
Proven Experience

Commercial Solution Systems

It is proven that foul odors leave an undesirable impression on your customer, visitors and 
employees. State Industrial Products offers a wide range of innovative technologies and 
programs that have led the industry in ambient scenting and odor-eliminating solutions 
since 1911. 

Fragrance Cube™ 2-6
Odor-neutralizing and scenting solution for small, indoor spaces, ranging from 2,000 to 6,000 cubic 
feet with just one unit. This advanced dispenser utilizes cold air diffusion technology, consistently 
delivering a completely dry, scented vapor with no decline in fragrance over time. Featuring a battery-
operated system, the Fragrance Cube 2-6 can be placed anywhere in your facility.

Fragrance Cube™ 6-15
The ideal solution to treat indoor, medium-sized spaces ranging from 6,000 to 15,000 cubic feet. 
Common areas will smell fresh and inviting, providing the best experience and first impression for 
guests, customers and residents using the same the dry vapor technoogy as the Fragrance Cube 2-6.

Fragrance Cube™
Designed to maintain odor, the State® Fragrance Cube™ produces ambient scents in medium to 
large indoor spaces from 10,000 to 150,000 cubic feet. The Fragrance Cube’s sleek design allows it 
to inconspicuously fit any décor with consistent scenting that will enhance your brand and increase 
customer satisfaction.

Fragrance Central™
The State® Fragrance Central™ was designed to utilize cold-air diffusion to convert our fragrances 
into a dry vapor directly into the air ducts of a facility. The Fragrance Central has customizable 
programming, which allows it to consistently produce a pleasant scent for areas 100,000 to 750,000 
cubic feet.

Fragrance Cube Family



Fragrance Factory®

State’s innovative Fragrance Factory provides around the clock odor elimination, making it the perfect solution. This attractive 
dispenser mounts to the wall and utilizes unique fragranced gel paks, which contain our SE-500® odor-neutralizing additive, to 
produce a wide range of pleasant scents. The unit has a whisper quiet fan that delivers the fragrance and odor removal power 
throughout the area to provide continuous air enhancement. The Fragrance Factory is ideal for restrooms, lobbies, hallways, 
offices or anywhere odors persist.

Fragrance Burst™
Designed to produce controlled bursts of fragrances infused with our odor neutralizer, SE-500®, the Fragrance Burst offers 
odor neutralization to areas vulnerable to various odors. The dispenser can be programmed to meet your needs, making it the 
perfect solution for medium sized indoor spaces up to 4,000 cubic feet, such as locker rooms and large restrooms. With a wide 
variety of scents to choose from, the Fragrance Burst will produce a memorable aroma for up to 30 days.

B.O.A.™
B.O.A. provides invisible odor neutralization through air handling systems. Also known as the Bad Odor Annihilator, this 
product is equipped to treat 10-30 ton air handlers and eliminate troublesome malodors while leaving behind a fresh fragrance. 
B.O.A. will neutralize odors for up to 45 days, depending on the amount of air flow.

Commercial Solution Systems



Spot Application & 
   General Odor Control

State Gel Genie™
State Gel Genie is a concentrated deodorizing gel that produces a 
pleasant scent as it gradually evaporates. The formula was designed to 
cling to a variety of nonporous surfaces without leaving any residue, 
giving you the ability to apply as much as you need. Available in a 
variety of scents.

Kontrol®/Kontrol® SE
The Kontrol® line of deodorizing products eliminate and replace 
malodors with a pleasant fragrance. All Kontrol® scents utilize our SE-
500® odor neutralizer to overpower and eliminate even the toughest 
odors like tobacco and fire smoke. 

Air Savors™ and Air Savors™ Eco
Air Savors  a non-aerosol air freshener contains zero propellants, 
making it safe for you and the environment. The compact, modern 
design fits on any counter and complements your space. As 
economical as it is powerful, a single can contains 1,500 sprays. Air 
Savors eliminate different types of foul problems across any space in 
your facility.

Ecolution® Odor Remover - Crisp Linen
Ecolution® Odor Remover was designed to be sprayed where odors 
linger such as carpets, drapes, garbage cans or in the air. Its unique, 
super-concentrated formula contains our SE-500® odor neutralizer, is 
EPA Safer Choice approved and can be dispensed through a dilution 
or fogging system. 

Odor Beaders™
These compact mesh bags contain highly fragranced beads that will 
add a burst of pleasant aroma to any area. 
Each bag uses SE-500® and can be placed anywhere odors persist. 

Trade Winds®

Our Trade Winds® aerosols freshen the air, penetrating the fibers 
of the drapery, carpeting and other odor carrying fibers, leaving no 
residue behind. 



Industrial Odor Elimination

State Fresh Zone™
The State Fresh Zone Odor Control Fogger is specifically designed to efficiently and effectively distribute our concentrated liquid odor control product that is specifically formulated to 
maintain industrial odors. State Fresh Zone Fogging system uses a high pressure pump to develop the fog needed for effective odor neutralization. It is ideal for trash chutes, trash compactors, 
loading docks, garage doors, lagoons, fields and open areas.

Cherri-D™
Cherri-D was designed to neutralize unpleasant smells common to 
sewage treatment plants, lift stations, rendering plants, landfills and 
trash compactors. Its ability to be applied through the 24/7 feed 
pump makes it a versatile option.

TC-2000™
With its biological formula, TC-2000 was developed to digest waste 
and eliminate odors at their source in dumpsters, compactors and 
trash chutes. TC-2000 utilizes the Morning Fresh™ fragrance and SE-
500® technology to neutralize odors.  

DumpStar™
DumpStar is made up of super-concentrated, absorbent granules 
that eliminate the toughest odors in dumpsters, compactors and 
trashcans. The granules produce a pleasant citronella scent that 
repels insects while also absorbing liquids.

24/7™ Air Care System
The 24/7™ Air Care System is designed to work around the clock to 
eliminate tough odors. The heart of the system is a programmable 
pump that mists product to eliminate odors at their source. The 
24/7™ system is ideal for trash chutes, trash compactors, dumpsters 
and other problem areas where continuous odor elimination is 
essential.

Fragrance Central™
The State® Fragrance Central™ is an HVAC-compatible ambient 
scenting system that provides invisible aromatic coverage to virtually 
any space, even up to 750,000 cubic feet. Enhance the mood and 
increase the Satisfaction of your customers, employees or residents 
by incorporating a scent into your environment.

Trash Room Program
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State Industrial Products
5915 Landerbrook Drive
Mayfield Heights, OH 44124
To Order Call: 1-866-747-2229
www.stateindustrial.com

Canada
6935 Davand Drive
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1L5
To Order Call: 1-800-668-6513

Puerto Rico
Royal Industrial Park, Bldg “M”
Local #5, Carr 869, km 1.5 Palmas 
Cataño, P.R. 00962
To Order Call: 787-275-3185

Fragrance Selection
In addition to the odor neutralizing additive SE-500™ which eliminates odors instead of just masking them, 
State Industrial Products air care products feature a wide-range of fragrances to enhance any facility. 
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Clean Cotton
Crisp Linen
Fresh Linen
Morning Fresh™
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Apple Spice
French Vanilla
Lemon Drop Cookie
Spiced Apple Pie 
Wild Berry SpiceSp
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Midnight Woods
Mountain River
Pure Meadow
Water LilyFl
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Coastal Dreams®

Natural Retreat
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